Have you ever thought about the value of your cleanup supplies? Does your board or agency ask for a financial report on in-kind donations? Here are some handy figures to help you provide realistic numbers and values.

100 Glad 13-30 gallon trash bags or $0.02 each - $20.00

100 Glad 13 gallon Recycle bags or $0.02 each - $20.00

100 mesh onion bags or $0.04 each - $40.00

One corregated yard sign with metal stand - $4.00

One Keep America Beautiful banner for GAC/DMWTO - $7.32

One Arcmate litter grabbing tool - $5.00

100 cotton work gloves or $1.20 each - $120.00

100 vinyl/nitrile/latex gloves or $0.10 each - $10.00